
54: E2

· Recall (14:E1):a r.r. Xis an assignment:outcome
tonumber

-

i.e. Xis a function.S- IR.

examples:(a) X=#heads
in 3 coin flips

S=TTT, TT, Tht, Tur, HIT, uth, ant nut
is

x
:+1 I ↓

0 el
2 1 22 3

(6) X =age of a randomly chosen person

S=(people; x:person ishis/her age

(4) X =# children in a randomly chosen family
S=(families) X:family-> # children

· Arbution of X-knowledge of
whatvalues Xtakes,

with whatprobabilities

If X is a deteriv (values finite
or countable)

/

distribution is captured by:

pomassfunction (pref) p(x) =P(X
=x)

=P35):X(x) =x)

Ex(a):p(0) =E,p(1) =5,p(2) ==,p(x) =5

~In



today:Expected value, a.k.a. "expectation", "mean, "average
4

-

a single # that best describes X

· Ex Studyof836 families

502 families:no childrenI 140 ·I child

127 :2 -

07 :3

Whatis theaverage number of children in a family?
total children 0.502 +1,140 +2.147+3.6*
--Average - totalfamilies 836

-

· ticview:

experiment:choose a family at random (uniform distribution
rv. X=#children in this family

prf: p(0) =-: p(1) =11P(z) =P(3)=836
->Average =0.p(0) +1-p(1) +2-p(z) +3.p(z) ==E(X).

·

Deedvalueofamiscrete attheen
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tion:

· if all values are equally likely => P(ai) =I
=>E(x) = Eh, mean
· In general, spli is aweighted average

I

-
more weight- more likely values.

·- center of mass (particles atsei, weights plaid

Ex X=#heads
in 5 coin flips

-

p(0) =y,p(D=y,p(z) =2,p(3)=5

E(x) =0.8 +1.8 +2.8 +3.6 =0

S
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Ex Clottery) 6 outof 49 (in any order)
-

-

All 6 correct E prize
=$1,200,000

I 5correct -prize =$800

↑

sent inrect
4correct prize =$35 I

↳3 correct -> no prize.

Expected winnings?
-

"

prif:p(1,200,000) =pale correct)
=Y)

p(800) =P(5 orrect, I not) =A)

p(35) =P44 correct, 2 not) =()
(4)

p(0) =1 - p(1,200,000)
- p(800)- p(35).

E(x) =1,200,000.p(1,200,000) +800,p(800)+35.p(35)
+0.p(0)

E0, 13.

Ans:B. I would be a fair price for a lottery
ticket.
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